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Read the following text and answer the questions below 
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A HOLIDAY IN SCOTLAND 
 
Last summer my wife Andrea and I went on holiday to Scotland. We had a lovely 
time there, visiting such beautiful places as Edinburgh and Glasgow. The town I 
actually preferred was Edinburgh. Even if it may be too touristy, it is much more 
attractive and less industrial than Glasgow. With so much on offer, choosing is 
often the hardest decision you'll have to make. From museums and galleries in the 
city to the adventure parks in the countryside, there's something for everybody and 
every age-group! 

We stayed in a small bed-and-breakfast near Crichton Castle, but I wish I had 
chosen a different place! It was so noisy at night that you couldn’t sleep before at 
least two o’clock in the morning. On the second night, we had been sleeping for 
an hour when we heard an enormous bang in the street. A car had just crashed into 
a lorry round the corner of our street and many people were gathering around both 
vehicles to help the drivers.  

The funniest anecdote is probably when we went on a tour round the main 
historical sites of Scotland. The tour included the visit of castles and country 
houses around Edinburgh, as well as the discovery of miles of glorious coastline. 
We stopped to have lunch in a typical pub and had so much whisky and beer to 
drink that, on the way back, we spent the whole time snoring on the bus. Scotland 
is surely the most entertaining place in the world! 

 

 

GLOSSARY 

Line 11 to crash into  = chocar 
Line 12 lorry   = camión 
Line 8:  to gather  = reunirse 
Line 12: to snore  = roncar 
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1.- Based on the text, answer the following questions using your own words as far as 
possible. (2 points) 
 

a) – Was it easy for Andrea and her husband to rest at night in Scotland? Why? 
 
b) – Why is it difficult for tourists to choose what to do when they are in 

Edimburgh?  
 

2.- Say whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE according to the text. Copy 
the evidence from the text. (1 point) 
 

a) – When the accident happened they were in the street.  
 
b) – Scotland is not a good place for young tourists.  
 

3.- Choose the correct answer. (2 points) 

1) – It hurt ……… when I realised there was ………… waiting for me. 
A – itself / people   B – myself / people 
C – me / nobody       D – them / somewhere 

 
2) – He says he hates ……… oranges, but I have ……… seen him eating one. 

A – the / never   B – some / already 
C – ………  / just   D – the / always 

 
3) – The bell …………… all morning and …………… nothing I can do. 
 A – was ringing / I have B – is ringing / had better 
 C – rang / ………  D – has been ringing / there’s 

  
4) – …… a child, what had he seen his father ………? 

A – For / to do   B – Like / doing 
C – Since / doing   D – As / do 

 
5) – You ………… to book a table, the restaurant ………… full tonight. 

A –  don’t have / won’t be  B – needn’t / isn’t going to 
C –  needn’t / isn’t going to be  D – don’t need / isn’t being 

 
6) – They drove ……… town without …………… to each other. 

A – into/ talking    B – in / they talked 
C – for / talk   D – to / to talk 

 
7) – Although pollution…… worse every year, many people ……… attention to it. 

A – gets / doesn’t pay    B – is getting  / don’t pay   
C – get / pay   D – getting / pay no 

 
8) – I wish I ……… that. I ………… keep silent next time. 

A– didn’t say /  may   B – couldn’t say / would rather 
C – hadn’t said / had better  D – said / need  
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9) – I haven’t talked to Charles ……… I met him two years ………. 

A – for / left   B – when / past 
C – before / yet   D – since  / ago 

 
10) – There were some …… tourists in the hotel, but nobody …… speak their language. 
 A – French / could  B – Frenches / were able 
 C – Frenchmen / was able D – Frenchish / can     

 
4.- Match both columns to make FOUR grammatically correct and meaningful sentences. 
(2 points) 
He always goes to work by bus,  
 

until I realised everything was true. 

We have got our own car which takes him quite a time. 
 

I was walking down the road when I happened to see my friend George. 
 

I thought my friend was a liar 
 

so there’s no need for you to take us there. 

 
5.- Write a composition of about 100 beginning with:  
 
Write a letter to a friend telling him about your plans for next year if you pass all the 
exams. 
Or 
read the following sentences and put them in order to make a text about the invention of 
Coca-Cola. ( 3 points) 
 
A.- He invented Coca-Cola on May 8th, 1886 in Atlanta, Georgia, USA.  
 
B.- When Atlanta banned alcohol consumption in 1885, Pemberton had to change the 
formula of his French Wine of Coca, omitting the French wine.  
 
C.- He had invented many syrups, medicines, and elixirs before, including a very 
popular drink called French Wine of Coca, which contained French Bordeaux wine. 
 
D.- It was named for its main ingredients, coca leaves and the kola nut. 
 
E.- Instead of wine, he added sugar, citric acid and essential oils of many fruits to the 
drink, and the original Coca-Cola was created.  
 
F- Dr. John Stith Pemberton (1830-1888) was an American pharmacist, soldier, and 
inventor.  
 
G.- Coca-Cola quickly became a very popular soda fountain drink. 
 
Orden 1ª 2ª 3ª 4ª 5ª 6ª 7ª 
 
Letra 

 
 

      

 


